Inorganic functional materials: optimization of properties by structural and compositional control.
A review is given of the strategies used to dope inorganic solids and the consequences for properties such as ionic and electronic conductivity. Doping mechanisms involve either substitution of foreign ions onto lattice sites, creation of vacancies on either cation or anion sites, or population of normally empty interstitial sites by either anions or cations. Mechanisms for charge compensation associated with aliovalent doping are reviewed and examples are given in the fields of solid state ionics and high-temperature superconductivity. The strategies used for targeting materials with new properties are reviewed, including a surprising number of cases where startling new properties are encountered in well-known materials. Specific examples discussed include MgB2 superconductor, Na beta-alumina sodium ion conductor, Ca12Al14O33 oxide ion conductor, LiCoMnO4 lithium battery cathode, doped Li4SiO4 tunable lithium ion conductor, and La-doped BaTiO3 ferroelectric, which can be either semiconducting or insulating. Examples are also given of a curious observation that extraordinary properties are often encountered in materials that are on the edge of stability, either structurally or compositionally or at the crossover between different property types.